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Abstract

Since the seventh century or earlier Pashupati, a form of Shiva, has been addressed as a tutelary deity by the Nepalese Licchavi, Malla and Shaha kings. His popular temple, about 3 km west of Kathmandu, is a national monument and symbol. The temple surrounded by numerous other religious and profane buildings has changed markedly over the past few decades, i.e. during a period when Nepal also changed politically, socially, and economically. The very question of Nepaliness parallels the debates on the Pashupatinatha temple: What is the (religious) centre of Nepal? With whom one is to identify? Are federalism and democracy, decentralization and local autonomous forms of governance the best answer to Nepal’s religious and social diversity? Or are centralized and unitary models of governance to be favoured? In a more general sense these questions concern notions of hybridity and the socio-religious imaginaries that are generated through modernization processes, especially through the rise of public spheres and their new media as well as through propaganda for democratic, nationalist and socialist ideals. The paper discusses especially the influence of the Pashupati Area Development Trust (PADT) in restructuring the site into an ‘Indian’ tourist and pilgrim’s place.
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